
How does it work ? 
Steps leading to the medical assessment

This process can seem long, complicated and hard to go through. It’s true. But let’s not forget that the legislator prepared these 
steps for a reason : to insured the protection of a vulnerable person. It is important to understand that once a judge rules that an 

individual is incapacitated, then that person loses their right to make decisions regarding their healthcare and financial 
affairs.

Fee starting at
300$1 each consultation 

necessary until the medical 
condition is stabilized

+
480$+tx to complete the 

Public Curator form when the 
condition is stable

If the medical condition is 
UNSTABLE

Ex.: a simple urinary tract infection can 
provoke confusion and even delirium in 

elderly persons. Once the infection is 
treated, often times, the confusion 

disappears and the person can then be 
properly assessed.

Or if newly diagnosed with a 
cognitive disorder

NURSE APPOINTMENT HOUSE VISIT

Cognitive assessment
using clinical tools approved by INESSS

File opening (Data collection) 
Medical history, social habits, medication list updated, allergies, 

physical and mental assessment, CLSC services requests

HOME DOCTOR’S 
APPOINTMENT

Reviews the cognitive 
assessment results 

prepared by the nurse

Completes the medical 
assessment form as 

required 

NURSE’S TELEPHONE 
CONSULTATION AND PREPARATION

 Explanation of the process
 Signature of authorization consents for access to 

information for each establishments where the 
requests will be made

If the medical condition is 
STABLE

Fee starting at
300$1 the consultation

+ 
480$+tx to complete the 

Public Curator form

TO NOTE
The Commission à l’accès à l’information

of Quebec states that « Medical 
establishments (hospital, CLSC, doctor’s 

office…) have 20 working days to respond 
to request for an authorization to access 

medical information. »

Fee of 250$ +tx

Fee starting at 195$1

MEDICAL ASSESSMENT SERVICE 
This assessment is required by the Curateur Public du Québec 

as part of  requesting the institution of a 
tutorship to a person of full age or a protection mandate homologation

PRIVATE SERVICE OF HOUSECALL DOCTORS, NURSES AND RESPITORY THERAPIST
MONTREAL  LAVAL  SOUTH SHORE  NORTH SHORE

Book an appointement online MDomicile.com
or call us at (514) 362-8387

1. The fees vary according to the distance traveled by our team members 
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